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Governor Newsom announced today that he has put in place a new water policy to deal with the 
drought and, as he claims, climate change. It appears that much like his recently new-found support to 
keep Diablo Canyon nuclear plant open, and his belated support for building the desalination plant at 
Huntington Beach, this new policy is big on its expectations, but short on what it claims it will 
accomplish.. But he is on the record now “doing something,” and hopes he will not be burdened as a 
failed governor as he gears up his 2024 presidential campaign.

So, briefly, here I will discuss why his report, “California's Water Supply Strategy-- Adapting to a 
Hotter Drier Future” is not only conceptually wrong, but cannot achieve what it states it will 
accomplish. 

First, it fails to address the biggest hole in providing water to all the people of the state. That is 
agriculture. More than 800,000 acres of some of the best farm land in the world has been fallowed this 
year as the State Water Resources Board has shut down providing water throughout the Central Valley 
and beyond. 

To quote from the report: “The actions in this strategy aim primarily to support the urban and suburban 
water systems that serve most Californians and to stabilize water supplies for agriculture. But benefits 
from these actions will extend to environmental protection and fulfillment of the right of every 
Californian to safe drinking water, and the State continues to advance those efforts apart from this 
strategy.” 

The 18 year program announced to make up losing 10% of the state's water by 2040, does mention 
some added storage of precipitation, if there is any, and even mentions desalination of brackish and 
ocean water. But in all such projects, they will be subject to the environmentalist strictures the 
regulators are enthusiastic about demanding.

Nowhere is there mentioned an accelerated building program that sets aside such bullshit and puts the 
construction schedule on a seven-day week, 24-hours a day. We should be reminded of what happened 
after the collapse of the spillway at Oroville Dam in 2017. Within one week a contract for rebuilding it 
was signed, and construction began in two weeks. The work was done in one year by a 24-hour a day, 
7-days a week drive.

The report states that the loss of water in the state by 2040 will be between 6 and 9 million acre feet 
annually. But the policy announced may generate about 5.5 million acre feet per year. The increase of 
water produced by desalination in the plan, is pathetic. Here is what the report states:

“Expand brackish groundwater desalination production by 28,000 acre-feet per year by 2030 and 
84,000 acre-feet per year by 2040 and help guide location of seawater desalination projects where they 
are cost effective and environmentally appropriate.”

Note the caveats in that sentence: “help guide location of seawater desalination projects where they are 
cost effective and environmentally appropriate.”

Of course no really great projects, like those proposed during the John Kennedy presidency appear in 
the report. Among those were Kennedy's policy of building large nuclear-powered desalination plants, 
and strongly supported in Congress, the North American Water and Power Alliance.



You are welcome to read the entire report yourself. The link is provided here:

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/22130523-2022-8-11-ca-water-supply-strategy
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